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C680 - OCTO BLUETOOTH SPEAKER
A great sounding bluetooth speaker that packs a punch!
Bluetooth spec 3.0+EDR. 10m range. 3w loudspeaker
output. Your phone can sit conveniently on top or stick
the speaker to a nearby surface.
SIZE (mm)			PRINT SIZE (mm)			 BRAND METHOD
63 x 63 x 73		 40 x 20 (front)			 Pad
					59 x 59 (top)				Pad, Resin Dome

C634 - OCTO POWER BANK
Smart & practical this aluminium 4000 mAh power bank
attaches to the back of your phone whilst charging.
Battery Lithium Polymer. Input 5V-1A. Output 5V-1A.
Accessories: 1 USB Cable & Instructions. Packed in a
black gift box.
SIZE (mm)			PRINT SIZE (mm)			 BRAND METHOD

125 x 60 x 14		

65 x 35					

Pad

1

C1139 - FORBES A5 NOTEBOOK
Premium black PU A5 notebook with magnetic brushed
chrome closure. 80gsm ivory lined paper. 192 pages
with black bookmark. Comes packaged in a black
presentation box.
SIZE (mm)			 PRINT SIZE (mm)			 BRAND METHOD
210 x 145			 100 x 160 (cover)		 Screen
					35 x 35 (closure)		Engrave

C566 - 3 IN 1 LENS KIT
3 in 1 mobile phone lens. Three great lenses in one kit:
the fisheye, macro and wide angle lenses give you an
array of shooting options to help you enhance your
mobile photography. Velvet carry pouch included, keeps
lens clean and safe. Comes in a black presentation box.
SIZE (mm)				PRINT SIZE (mm)		

Box - 85 x 85 x30
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65 x 65				

BRAND METHOD

Screen

1

ICAMP BLUETOOTH SPEAKER LANTERN

2

ICAM BLUETOOTH SPEAKER LANTERN

C637
5w speaker 1w light. Adjustable brightness creates the
perfect mood for every occasion.

C638
3w speaker 1w light. Adjustable brightness

SIZE (mm)			PRINT AREA (mm)			

93 x 84 x 164		

100 x 185 x 250 45 x 45					

BRAND METHOD

Pad

SIZE (mm)			PRINT AREA (mm)			BRAND METHOD

3

40 x 35					

Pad

ICAN BLUETOOTH SPEAKER LANTERN

C636
3w speaker 1w light. Adjustable brightness
SIZE (mm)			PRINT AREA (mm)			BRAND METHOD

77 dia x 230		

100 x 50					

1

2

The perfect accessory for any leisure activity
this holiday season, enjoy balmy summer
nights outdoors with some ambient light and
a little music. A soft carry handle makes these
bluetooth speaker lanterns super portable so you
can take them anywhere, to the beach, the bach, or
just out to the deck.

3

Pad

CA2076 - CANVAS APRON
16oz canvas apron with genuine leather straps. Brass
hardware. Features 3 front pockets, adjustable straps,
handy hooks and front leather patch. Comes packed in
a black presentation box. Box size: 280 x 240 x 50mm.
SIZE (mm)				PRINT SIZE (mm)		 BRAND METHOD

Apron - 670 x 860 250 x 150				 Screen Transfer,
												Embroider

CA3029 - MULTI FUNCTION BBQ TOOL - BLACK
Everything the grill master needs in one innovative tool;
fork, spatula, silicone marinade brush, bottle opener
and corkscrew.
This aluminium handled tool divides into 2 parts
when using then folds back into the handle and locks
together for easy carrying making BBQ activities more
fun, easy and convenient. Packed in a black box.
SIZE (mm) 		PRINT SIZE (mm)			 BRAND METHOD
270 x 90 x 25 100 x 15 (box)			 Engrave, Pad,
												Screen

S700 - BBQ SET - WOODEN HANDLE
4 pc stainless steel BBQ tools with wooden handles.
Packed in a black 1000D polyester zipped carry pouch.
Gloss black gift box.
SIZE (mm) 		PRINT SIZE (mm)			 BRAND METHOD
370 x 145 x 30 80 x 100					 Screen
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S703 - CORPORATE BBQ SET
12pc Stainless Steel BBQ tools in smart black aluminium
case, includes separate self adhesive stainless steel
plate for branding
SIZE (mm)			

470 x 185 x 86

Essential for every BBQ masterchef this
summer, the Corporate BBQ Set has all the
tools you need for what ever is on the grill
menu; tongs, fish slice, BBQ fork, carving knife,
skewers and corn cob holders.

PRINT PLATE SIZE (mm)		

70 x 35 mm				

BRAND METHOD

Engrave

S708 - GOURMET BBQ SET
Beautifully crafted 4 piece stainless steel BBQ set knife, fork, tongs, spatula, with modern contoured
handles presented in a wooden black box. Includes an
optional stainless steel branding plate that can be fixed
to the outside of the box for easy of branding
SIZE (mm)			PRINT SIZE (mm)			 BRAND METHOD
430 x 250			 60 x 25 (box)				 Pad
					70 x 35 (plate)			Engrave

S701 - DELUXE BBQ SET
Deluxe stainless steel BBQ tool set includes a spatula
with bottle opener, fork & tongs. All packed in a nylon
zippered carry pouch. Black gift box.
SIZE (mm)			PRINT SIZE (mm)			 BRAND METHOD

420 x 155 x 50
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120 x 100					

Screen

CA3005 - NOOSA BEACH CHAIR
The noosa beach chair is made of strong nylon material
with sturdy folding metal frame, packed in easy to carry
nylon bag. Perfect for concerts, picnics, sports events
and the beach
SIZE (mm)					PRINT SIZE (mm)		 BRAND METHOD
bag - 850 x 150 x 150 100 x 100				 Screen

CA3016 - DELUXE CAMPING CHAIR
This sturdy black and grey chair is super comfortable
and features 2 mesh beverage holders and a handy
pocket under the seat for all your bits and pieces. Made
from deluxe 600D Oxford PE coated double layer fabric
and a sturdy gunmetal steel frame 22mm diameter.
Packed in its own carry bag it is ideal for sports,
camping, the beach and on the go. Features a pocket on
the back for ease of branding.
SIZE (cm) 			PRINT SIZE (mm)		 BRAND METHOD
59/94 x 59 x 45/97 300 x 120				 Screen, Embroider

CA2063 - WINE AND CHEESE COOLER
Black 600D polyester insulated cooler includes: 2 x
acrylic glasses, black and white napkins, corkscrew,
cheese knife, hardwood cutting board, holds 2 bottles of
wine.
SIZE (mm) 			PRINT SIZE (mm)		 BRAND METHOD
265 x 350 x 100		 150 x 100				 Screen
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CA3000 - OXFORD PICNIC BLANKET
Stylish black and grey fleece picnic blanket with PE
backing and nylon front. Folds up after use with a velcro
closure and its own carry handle. Perfect to take on the
go with you.
SIZE (cm) 		PRINT SIZE (mm)			 BRAND METHOD
135 x 120			150 x 60					Screen, Embroider

CA3002 - BLACK
CA3009 - BLACK/GREY TARTAN
CA3028 - NAVY/GREEN TARTAN

PICNIC BLANKETS

Soft fleece blanket with PVC backing, convenient carryhandle 600D black flap closure. These handy high-end
blankets will add a touch of class to your al fresco
afternoon
			PRINT SIZE (mm)			 BRAND METHOD
150 x 130 cm			 150 x 60					 Screen, Embroider
SIZE (cm)

CA2086BK - STRD BLK/BLK
CA2086BL - STRD BLU/BLK		
CA2086G - STRD GRY/BLK		
CA2086R - STRD RED/BLK		

CA2087BK - PRM BLK/BLK
CA2087BL - PRM BLU/BLK
CA2087G - PRM GRY/BL
CA2087R - PRM RED/BLK

EXPLORER COOLER BAGS

Hard wearing cooler bags with thick PE foam insulation
encased in a waterproof PEVA inner liner. The outer
construction is a 600D polyester with 420D contrast
trim with a front pocket. Features an adjustable front
shoulder strap and a mesh pocket on the inside.
Premium cooler bag has a removable padded,
adjustable shoulder strap and a padded carry handle.
SIZE (mm)						PRINT SIZE (mm)

Standard 230 x 250 x 160 120 x 120			
Premium 240 x 280 x 185 120 x 120			

SOLD
OUT

CA2088 - GEL FREEZER PACK
Team up with our Gel Freezer Pack
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BRAND METHOD

Pad
Pad

CA2010 - HAMPER
A multi-purpose 600D polyester and aluminium hamper
with zip pocket on one side. Use to carry all your picnic
goodies, as a gift hamper or as a tote for shopping.
Conveniently folds up when not in use.
*Hamper only, contents not included
SIZE (mm)				PRINT AREA (mm)		

430 x 270 x 230		

130 x 100				

BRAND METHOD

Screen

A classic and quintessential holiday gift,
the hamper is versatile and can be as
simple or extravagant as you like. This hamper
is the perfect starting point to fill with any
combination of goodies.

CA2006 - STEMLESS GLASSES - SET OF 4
Set of four plastic stemless glasses in a presentation
box. 450ml, 36g. Made from PET plastic, BPA free,
dishwasher safe. Reduce, reuse, recycle.
SIZE (mm) 				PRINT SIZE (mm)		 BRAND METHOD
box - 170 x 170 x 120 120 x 100 			 Screen
glass - 100 x 65 dia
35 x 35				 Pad

CA2007 - DRINKING STRAWS - SET OF 4
Set of 4 includes: drinking straw, smoothie straw, bent
straw and handy cleaning brush. Straws are made from
food grade stainless steel. Dishwasher safe. Packed in
an eco box
Dimensions: diameter x wall thickness x length (mm).
Bent straw ``		 6 x 0.5 x 215.
Smoothie straw
12 x 0.5 x 215.
Drinking straw		 6 x 0.5 x 215
Cleaning brush		 7 x 182
SIZE (mm) 			PRINT SIZE (mm)			 BRAND METHOD
box - 225 x 70 x 13 50 x 70					 Screen, Pad
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S628 - XTREME 1 LITRE DRINK BOTTLE
This 1 litre drink bottle will take you everywhere you
need to go. Made from tritan, BPA free standard and
comes with a handle for when you are on the move.
Screw top lid. Egg crated.
SIZE (mm)			PRINT SIZE (mm)			BRAND METHOD

250 x 90 dia		

120 x 110					

Screen

S1020 - 500ml GUNMETAL
S1021 - 500ml WHITE
S1022 - 500ml BLACK
S1023 - 1000ml BLACK

THERMO BOTTLES

Thermo bottles will keep cold drinks cold for 24 hours
and hot ones hot for 12 hours. Ergonomically designed
to fit in your hand, non toxic, non-leaching, BPA free,
water wont bead on the outside. Polished enough for
the office, tough enough for any adventure.
SIZE (mm)					PRINT SIZE (mm)

BRAND METHOD

500ml - 260 x 65 dia 80 x 100 			 Screen
							30 x 90			Engrave
1000ml - 325 x 85 dia 100 x 120			 Screen
							110 x 35			Engrave
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S1026 - ARCTIC 1.5L FLASK
Double wall black stainless steel flask with a 1.5 litre
capacity. Tough enough to take on any adventure.
Comes with a carry handle. Packed in a white box.
SIZE (mm)			 PRINT SIZE (mm)			 BRAND METHOD
360 x 100 dia 160 x 120 					 Screen
					110 x 35					Engrave

S611 - ECO GLASS BOTTLE
A practical and elegantly designed glass water bottle
with a bamboo screw top lid. Eco friendly recyclable
glass. BPA free.
SIZE (mm)			PRINT SIZE (mm)			BRAND METHOD

210 x 65 dia		

100 x 50					

Pad, Screen
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1

SOHO GLASS BOTTLE

2

S612
A borosilicate glass bottle. 550ml glass water bottle
with stainless steel screw lid. A practical and elegantly
designed glass water bottle with stainless steel screw
top lid. BPA free. Dishwasher safe

RETAP GLASS BOTTLE

500ml - R1002
800ml - R1003
Retap Bottles are specially designed for drinking
water, the simple and functional Scandinavian design
guarantees a great water flow. Made from borosilicate
glass. Dishwasher safe.
TPE lid available in 9 different colours: black, white, red,
orange, yellow, forest green, strong green, light blue and
dark blue.

SIZE (mm)			PRINT AREA (mm)			BRAND METHOD

240 x 65 dia		 35 x 65					 Screen,
					35 dia						Engrave (lid)

SIZE (mm)					PRINT AREA (mm)		

500ml - 190 x 80 dia 35 x 35				
800ml - 210 x 88 dia 35 x 35				

1

1

2
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BRAND METHOD

Pad
Pad

1

CHEESE KNIFE SET WOODEN - CA2033

GRAZER BOARD - CA2031
Natural grain acacia hardwood grazing board with FDA
grade food oil finish, carry handle and leather strap for
hanging. Perfect size for your grazing platter. Packed in
a matt black gift box.
3

This 4 piece cheese tool set is specially designed for
the cheese enthusiast; 3 different knives and 1 fork to
handle different types of cheese. Stainless steel with
a wooden handle which fits comfortably in your hand.
Handwash only. Comes packed in a black gift box.
Tool length 120mm.

SIZE (mm)			PRINT AREA (mm)			BRAND METHOD

550 x 150 x 80 400 x 120					

Engrave

SIZE (mm)			PRINT AREA (mm)			BRAND METHOD

BOX - 190

2

x 15		160 x 130					Screen

4

CHEESE BOARD GOURMET - CA2028

Natural grain acacia hardwood board with FDA grade
food oil finish, carry handle with stainless handle loop
fitting and leather strap for hanging. Packed in a matt
black gift box.
SIZE (mm)			PRINT AREA (mm)			BRAND METHOD

200 x 400 x 20 160 x 250					

Screen, Engrave

1

2

3

4

BRIE CHEESE BOARD & KNIFE SET - CA2032

Natural grain acacia hardwood cheese board and knife
set. FDA grade food oil finish, carry handle with stainless
handle loop fitting and leather strap for hanging. Mirror
polish knife. Packed in a matt black gift box.
SIZE (mm)			PRINT AREA (mm)			BRAND METHOD

200 x 400 x 20 160 x 250					

Screen, Engrave

CA2029 - ROUND
CA2030 - RECTANGULAR

PETITE ROUND & RECTANGULAR CHEESE
BOARD

Natural grain acacia hardwood board with FDA food
grade oil finish. Packed in a matt black gift box with
white sleeve.
		SIZE (mm)		

PRINT SIZE (mm)		

BRAND METHOD

Rnd 220 dia		120 dia				Engrave
Rect 250 x 170		 200 x 120				 Engrave

CA2026 - 26CM CHEESEBOARD SWIVEL
Heavy wooden base with unique swivel action revealing
compartment holding 4 wooden tools.
SIZE (mm)			PRINT SIZE (mm)			BRAND METHOD

260 dia x 35		 Inside: 90 x 20			
					Outside lip: 50 x 10

Screen, Pad, Engrave
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FA055 - CAR FIRST AID KIT
A compact kit with reflective strips for use in and
around your vehicle, home or office. This kit contains
the most frequently used plaster and dressing
materials. Perfect for storing in the glove compartment.
Contents: 1 x Splinter probe, 2 x Safety pins, 1 x Metal
scissors, 2 x Cleansing wipes, 1pc First aid notes, 1 x
Cotton gauze swab (2pcs per packet), 1 x Sterile eye pad,
10 x Standard plasters, 2 x Double sided non adherent
dressing pads, 2 x Pairs large gloves, 1 x Triangular
bandage, 1 x Elastic gauze, 2 x Saline swabs
SIZE (mm)			PRINT SIZE (mm)

145 x 90 x 50		

		BRAND METHOD

110 x 60					

Screen

FA9736 - TRAVELLER FIRST AID KIT
The traveller first aid kit is ideal to take with you on the
go. Comes with a handy carabiner so you can clip onto
your backpack or bag. An ideal kit for small injuries it
containers the most frequently used plaster materials
for travel, home or recreation. Packed in a handy EVA
case.
Contents include: 1 x Soap wipe, 1 x Cleaning wipe,
6 x Alcohol tissue, 1 x Antiseptic wipe, 10 x Adhesive
plasters, 5 x Small adhesive plasters, 4 x Knuckle
plasters, 4 x Round plasters, 1 x First aid notes, 1 x EVA
case, 1 x Carabiner.
SIZE (mm)			PRINT SIZE (mm)			

125 x 95 x 40		
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60 x 50					

BRAND METHOD

Screen, Pad

SG500 - SNOW GLOBE
Just because our Christmas season is in summer
doesn’t mean we have to miss out on snow completely!
Acrylic snow globe with removable base to hold your
own custom paper insert.
SIZE (mm)			PRINT SIZE (mm)

85 x 88 dia		

		BRAND METHOD

60 x 65 					

Paper insert

L302 - 2 IN 1 FLASHLIGHT
Aluminium 2 in 1 Flashlight and work light. Focus
Adjustable (zoom). Led High Power. Switch 5 positions. 3
x AAA battery. Climbing lanyard. 10 watts. 1500 lumens.
Comes in a printed black gift box with specifications on
box.
SIZE (mm)			PRINT SIZE (mm)

		BRAND METHOD

149 x 38			22 x 8						Engrave
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ORDER NOW

FOR IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY!
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